
RxSystems new Portable Electronic Control Boxes (PECB) 
were developed and designed specifically for Long Term Care 
Pharmacies. When used in conjunction with RxSystems data collection 
and materials management Web-Based application, they offer your 
pharmacy an affordable answer to complying with the standards of 
practice and federal regulations for nursing facilities set forth by the Drug 
Enforcement Administration and the Control Substance Act of 1970.

RxSystems introduces 

www.RxSolutionsweb.com

REAL TIME PHARMACEUTICAL SOLUTIONS

DEA Compliance and Satisfied 
         Customers At An Affordable Price

Now more than ever, with the Drug Enforcement Administration's increased use of 
spot inspections, some that have resulted in hefty fines, it's incredibly important for 
pharmacy’s to have a system in place that provides affordable, safe, efficient, secure 
and DEA compliant medication management. 

Plus, RxSystems PECB’s and software application is…
-  a fraction of the cost to comparable and existing systems on the market

-  low initial cost that is scalable to your budget (start with one 

 box and add boxes as your budget allows)

-  web-based, so there’s no need to buy a dedicated computer to 

 run the software like the competition

-  adaptable and designed to support 1,000 – 50,000 beds

-  HIPPA compliant

PORTABLE E L E C T R O N I C  
CONTROL BOXES (PECB)

RxSystems Portable Electronic Control    
Boxes and software will help you...
-  comply with DEA regulations and CSA guidelines

-  avoid substantial fines by the DEA for non-compliance

-  keep your inventory secure from the pharmacy 

 to the facility to the patient 

- step by step, real time date and time tracking of dispensed drugs

-  increase security of high-risk and high-alert medications 

-  identify potential diversion and inventory loss

-  ensure accurate medication dispensing

-  provide better customer care



Unlike the competition, with RxSystems Portable Electronic 
Control Boxes (PECB) your medications are locked up from the 
pharmacy, to the facility, to the patient, not just at the point of 
dispensing. RxSystems PECB’s are the best solution on the market to 
guarantee your medications are always secure, at only a fraction 
of the cost to existing options in the industry. This secure system 
helps you be compliant with all the strict guidelines set forth for the 
pharmaceutical industry by the Drug Enforcement  Administration.

RxSystems . . . real time pharmaceutical solutions that keep your 
business on the cutting edge of the industry, while keeping your 
customers safe and satisfied.  

For more information on how RxSystems can help you control your 
inventory, meet DEA standards, and provide better care for your 
customers, visit us at www.RxSolutionsweb.com.

REAL TIME PHARMACEUTICAL SOLUTIONS

RxSystems Portable Electronic Control Boxes 
are marketed and sold by TS-TEK, Inc. 

Control Your Inventory Every Step of the Way

RxSystems new Portable Electronic 
Control Boxes (PECB) feature...
-  well built, sturdy and secure high density  
 polyethylene construction
-  built in easy carrying handle with 
 fold down feature
-  electronic locks for keyless access and easy  
 change combination for one user or 
 multiple users
-  easy to read, large number, moisture proof,  
 backlit electronic key pads
-  key pad has built in Master iB key override  
 function (iB key sold separately) 
-  secondary key override lock on the clear  
 access door comes standard on all units  
 (supplied with two keys)
-  tamperproof seal feature (tamperproof seals  
 sold separately)
-  boxes are approximately 7 1/2 inches wide  
 by 14 inches deep by 8 1/2 inches high, and  
 weigh 9 1/2 lbs (other sizes available)

For more information or to place an order
 contact Jerry Johnson at TS-TEK.
O�ce: 303-601-8984
Fax: 303-237-5388   
jjohnson@tstek.com
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